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Professional Development

CPA-ICSP PAKISTAN

CPA-ACPA USA

The Institute of Corporate
Secretaries of Pakistan
(ICSP) has granted exemption in 9 subjects out 13 of
their Corporate Secretaries
program to the qualified

.
ACPA, USA offers two separate
programs i.e. Certified Project Accountants, and Certified Corporate
Executive Accountants. The qualified members of ICPAP are entitled
to get full membership of ACCEA
(Association of Certified Corporate
Accountants).
In addition to the above, ACPA,
USA grants exemption in 09 papers
out of 12 papers of its CPA program (Certified Project Accountant) to the qualified members of
ICPAP.
ICPAP members are also entitled to
claim Graduate Accounting Technician (Grad Dip A) as well as Advanced
Accounting
Technician (Adv. Dip A) of both the above

Enterprise Risk Management
By: Waqas Choudhry
MBA (Finance & Supply Chain), CPA, M.A. Economics, SAP Certified, CISA, CSCM
WHAT IS ERM?
Definition
Enterprise risk management (ERM) is
a recent risk management technique
practiced increasingly by large corporations in all industries throughout the
world. ERM reflects the change of mindset in risk management over the past
decades. Business leaders realize that
certain risks are inevitable in order to
create value through operations and
some risks are indeed precious opportunities if effectively exploited and managed. In pursuit of the above, a corporation’s risk management practice should
be carried out in a holistic fashion,
aligned with its strategic objectives. It
flows from the recognition that a dollar
spent on risk is a dollar cost to the firm
regardless of whether this risk arises in
the finance arena or in the context of a
physical calamity such as a fire. ERM
proposes that the firm address these
risks in a unified manner.
ERM is defined as “a process, affected
by an entity’s board of directors, management and other personnel, applied in
strategy setting and across the enterprise, designed to identify potential
events that may affect the entity, and
manage risk to be within its risk appetite, to provide reasonable assurance
regarding the achievement of entity objectives.” This definition highlights that
ERM reaches to the highest level of the
organizational structure and is directly
related to the corporations’ business
strategies. The concept of risk appetite
is a crucial component of the definition.
Risk appetite reflects the firm’s willingness and ability to take on risks in order
to achieve the objective. Once it is established, all subsequent risk management decisions will be made within the
corporation’s risk appetite. Thus, the
articulation of risk appetite greatly
affects the robustness and success of an
ERM process. Different themes of business objectives are applied to determine
risk appetite. Among the most common
ones are solvency concerns, ratings concerns, and earnings volatility concerns.

The themes directing the risk appetite
process should be consistent with the
corporation’s risk culture and overall
strategies.
ERM is the discipline by which an
organization in any industry assesses,
controls, exploits, finances, and monitors risks from all sources for the purpose of increasing the organizations’
short- and long-term value to its stakeholders.
Current development of ERM
As a rising management discipline,
current development of ERM varies
across industries and corporations.
The insurance industry, financial institutions, and the energy industry are
among the industry sectors where
ERM has seen relatively advanced development in a broad range of corporations. The enforcement of ERM in
these industries was originally stimulated by regulatory requirements. Recently, more corporations in other industries, and even the public sector,
are becoming aware of the potential
value of ERM and risk managers are
increasingly bringing it to top executives’ agendas.
ERM IMPLEMENTATION
Notwithstanding the attractiveness
of ERM conceptually, corporations are
often challenged to put it into effect.
One of the main challenges in ERM
implementation is to manage the totality of corporation risks as a portfolio
rather than as individual silos as is traditionally done. Several specific aspects of ERM implementation together
with present challenges are considered
below.
Determinants of ERM
Although ERM is largely considered
as the most advanced risk management concept and toolkit, it is carried
out at different paces by corporations.
Studies have examined corporate characteristics that appear to be determinants of ERM adoption.
Operationalization of ERM

The core of the challenge lies in
operationalizing ERM in practice. Integration of risks is not merely a procedure of stacking all risks together,
but rather a procedure of fully recognizing the inter-relations among risks
and prioritizing risks to create true
economic value. Important components of this procedure include risk
identification, risk measurement, risk
aggregation, risk prioritization and
risk communication.
The four major categories of risks considered under an ERM framework:
Hazard risk
Financial risk
Operational risk
Strategic risk
Sarbanes Oxley Act of 2002
In the US, the Sarbanes Oxley Act
of 2002 greatly raised compliance
difficulty for corporations. Section 404
of the act rules the corporations’ internal control activities over financial
reporting and disclosure to the public.
External auditors are also involved
through assessing and attesting corporations’ internal control effects. Corporations have invested great amount
of time and money to comply with the
act. In this process, they turn to ERM
as a solution to adequate and efficient
internal control, rather than for general risk management purposes. On a
separate note, Sarbanes Oxley Act itself poses as a great operational risk
(compliance risk) to most corporations. As far as this is concerned, ERM
lends itself to an effectively toolkit for
managing this type of risk in corporations’ overall risk portfolio.

on the decision to see if it is working successfully. If the decision
that was implemented has corrected the difference between the
actual and desired outcome, the decision is considered successful.
However, if the implemented decision has not produced the desired result, once again a decision must be made. The decision
maker can decide to give the decision more time to work, choose
another of the generated alternatives, or start the whole process
over from the beginning.
STRATEGIC, TACTICAL, AND OPERATIONAL DECISIONS
People at different levels in a company have different types of decision-making responsibilities. Strategic decisions, which affect the
long-term direction of the entire company, are typically made by
top managers. Examples of strategic decisions might be to focus
efforts on a new product or to increase production output. These
types of decisions are often complex and the outcomes uncertain,
because available information is often limited. Managers at this
level must often depend on past experiences and their instincts
when making strategic decisions.
In step 2, the decision maker gathers as much
Tactical decisions, which focus on more
information as possible because having all
intermediate-term issues, are typically
the facts gives the decision maker a much
made by middle managers. The purpose
better chance of making the appropriate deof decisions made at this level is to help
cision. When an uninformed decision is
move the company closer to reaching
made, the outcome is usually not very posithe strategic goal. Examples of tactical
tive, so it is important to have all the facts
decisions might be to pick an advertisbefore proceeding.
ing agency to promote a new product or
to provide an incentive plan to employIn step 3, the decision maker attempts to
ees to encourage increased production.
come up with as many alternatives as possiOperational decisions focus on day-toble. A technique known as "brainstorming,"
day activities within the company and
whereby group members offer any and all
are typically made by lower-level manideas even if they sound totally ridiculous, is
agers. Decisions made at this level help
often used in this step.
to ensure that daily activities proceed
smoothly and therefore help to move
In step 4, the alternatives are evaluated and
the company toward reaching the strathe best one is selected. The process of evalutegic goal. Examples of operational deciating the alternatives usually starts by narsions include scheduling employees,
rowing the choices down to two or three and
handling employee conflicts, and purthen choosing the best one. This step is usuchasing raw materials needed for proally the most difficult, because there are often
duction.
many variables to consider. The decision
maker must attempt to select the alternative
It should be noted that in many "flatter"
that will be the most effective given the availorganizations, where the middle manable amount of information, the legal obstaagement level has been eliminated, both
cles, the public relations issues, the financial
tactical and operational decisions are
implications, and the time constraints on
made by lower-level management and/
making the decision. Often the decision makor teams of employees.
er is faced with a problem for which there is
no apparent good solution at the moment.
GROUP DECISIONS
When this happens, the decision maker must
Group decision making has many benemake the best choice available at the time
fits as well as some disadvantages. The
but continue to look for a better option in the
obvious benefit is that there is more
future.
input and therefore more possible soluOnce the decision has been made, step 5 is
tions to the situation can be generated.
performed. Implementation often requires
some additional planning time as well as the
By: Wajid Hussain
understanding and cooperation of the people
involved. Communication is very important
in the implementation step, because most
people are resistant to change simply because
they do not understand why it is necessary.
In order to ensure smooth implementation of
the decision, the decision maker should communicate the reasons behind the decision to
the people involved.
In step 6, after the decision has been implemented, the decision maker must follow-up

DECISION MAKING
Purpose full selection from among a set of
alternatives in light of a given objective. Decision-making is not a separate function of
management. In fact, decision-making is
intertwined with the other functions, such as
Planning, Coordinating, and Controlling.
These functions all require that decisions be
made.
Decision making, also referred to as problem solving, is the process of recognizing a
problem or opportunity and finding a solution to it. Decisions are made by everyone
involved in the business world, but managers
typically face the most decisions on a daily
basis. Many of these decisions are relatively
simple and routine, such as ordering production supplies, choosing the discount rate for
an order, or deciding the annual raise of an
employee. These routine types of decisions
are known as programmed decisions, because
the decision maker already knows what the
solution and outcome will be. However,
managers are also faced with decisions that
can drastically affect the future outcomes of
the business. These types of decisions are
known as nonprogrammed decisions, because
neither the appropriate solution nor the potential outcome is known. Examples of nonprogrammed decisions include merging with
another company, creating a new product, or
expanding production facilities.
Decision making typically follows a six-step
process:
Identify the problem or opportunity
Gather relevant information
Develop as many alternatives as possible
Evaluate alternatives to decide which is
best
Decide on and implement the best alternative
Follow-up on the decision
In step 1, the decision maker must be sure he
or she has an accurate grasp of the situation.
The need to make a decision has occurred
because there is a difference between the
desired outcome and what is actually occurring. Before proceeding to step 2, it is important to pinpoint the actual cause of the
situation, which may not always be obviously
apparent.

CPA Summer Exam 2010
The ICPAP has framed the
CPA Summer (June) Exam
Program 2010 .

ICPAP has framed
New Syllabus for 2011
Can be viewed on web site
www.icpap.com.pk

Upcoming Events
CPA SUMMER EXAM 2010
DATE SHEET
CERTIFICATE STAGE
S.
No

Subject

Date

Day

Time (Pm)

1

Information Analysis

28-Jun-2010

Monday

02:00 to 05:00

2

The Auditing Framework

29-Jun-2010

Tuesday

02:00 to 05:00

3

The Tax Framework

30-Jun-2010

Wednesday

02:00 to 05:00

4

Financial Management

1-Jul-2010

Thursday

02:00 to 05:00

ADMISSIONS OPEN FOR
DECEMBER 2010 EXAM

PROFESSIONAL STAGE
1

Information for Control & Decision Making

28-Jun-2010

Monday

02:00 to 05:00

2

Advanced Accounting & Financial Strategy

29-Jun-2010

Tuesday

02:00 to 05:00

3

Advanced Auditing

30-Jun-2010

Wednesday

02:00 to 05:00

4

Tax Planning

1-Jul-2010

Thursday

02:00 to 05:00

5

Management & Strategy

2-Jul-2010

Friday

02:30 to 05:30

6

Corporate Law & Secretarial
Practice

3-Jul-2010

Saturday

02:00 to 05:00
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